Main Building:
Start with the side walls of the main building. Layout the parts which match the parts shown below. Again the door and window openings are completely up to you. There are many cut lines to choose from, look through the supplied freight doors and match them with cut lines on the back of the walls. The original building was built with a large freight car door on the left hand side of the side wall. The cut lines in that section do not match the dimension of the freight door. We will show only one side wall and one peaked wall below, as it is on the original model. The other side wall and peaked wall are blank on the model. After cutting openings glue side walls and the peaked walls together using glue strips on the back side of the joints. Once the glue has dried glue the four walls together and let dry.

Gutter over hang on the left

These two sections have no gutter over hang.
Flush on both ends

Gutter over hang on the right

2 pane window
No cut lines provided.
4'-8" wide by 4' tall

Personal door with window
No cut lines provided
3'-3" wide by 7" tall

Glue strip

These peaked wall offer a variety of different cut lines. Your choice.

8 X 10 Freight door. Cut lines provided for teller door. Your choice.